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WING-FUSELAGE INTERFERENCE, TAIL BUFFETING, AND AIR Fmw ABol-JTTHE
TAIL OF A LOW-WING MONOPLANE . – - --- -

By JAIH+SA. WHITEand MAN-MOYJ. HOOD

SUMMARY

This report pr.wnis the re3wl.#4of an invtxtigathn
oj th8wring-j~e~e intqGmn.ce oj a low-wing monoplane
conductedin the N’.A.C.A. j%caik wind tunnel on the
“McDonnell” airplum. The ttwtsincbudeda 8tudyojtad
bq$eting and the air$ow in tharegion oj the tail. The
airplaw waa tested with and &had the pTbpeUw
81ip8treum,bothin the or@uL? condition and with 8everal
devices alwigned to reducx or eliminate tail bu.eting.
The deviceswed were wing+u~ejilkts, an .N.A.C.A.
cowling, re$exed trailing edge oj tlw wing, and stub
awxiliuq airjai?.s.

Ttu ?u?e oj proper ji.Uet8practically eliminated the
wing-juselage interference and greaily reduced the tail
vibrati.mwdueto lnq$eting. An N.A.CJL cowlingredwcd
tb but$etiq and interjerenm effeci8 to unobjecttibb
magrdud.esat angh oj attack up to within aboti 3° of
th stall. A large jilkt alone gahe t?u greatest redwc-
tion in bu$eting eJect, redw.cingthe tail vibraiti to
one wventh their original amphhuie, M the combind.on
oj the lurge jiU.el and N.A.C.A. cowling gave the bet
all-round results. Ti% comlrinm%n redwced the tail
OSci.kltbl.8due to bu@iW to one jourth their original
ampliiu&, incread the m5ximum lijt 11 percent, de-
creusedthe minimum drag 9 -percent,incremwdthe maxi-
mum lijt/drag r~io oj the whelk airplune 19 perceni,
and incremed the e~e@wenes8 oj the elzva$orabmd .@
percent at angles of attack in the lunding range. The
rejlmedtrailing edge hud a m@wr e~ect and the auxiliury
airjoils in the bed position ttxted were comio?erably
injerh to thejiikt.s. Wiih tlu propelhr operaiing, the
interference efects were practically elimhu.ted, even with
th8airpl.mwin the ori.ginulcondition.

Tha elimination of the wing~welage inierjerence
slightly decrea-wdthe bngitwdirud,8tabdity of the aw-
p?une.

Record-soj the$whaitins in the dynamti pranure of
the air stream d the tail show a promineni wa.ke-j?@ua-
tion frequency of the order oj ma.gmdwdeoj the nutural
frequen.q oj the tuil wibratti.

INTRODUCTION

The increasing use of low--wing monoplanes has
emphasized the susceptibility of this type of @lane to
detrimental interference at the intersection of the wing

and fuselage. In addition to decreasing the nero-
dynarnk eficiency, this interference often causes a loss
of longitudinal control and a violent shaking, or
bufletmg, of the tail of the airplane by the eddying
wake from the wing roots. Tail buffeting may become
so severe in some cases as to endanger the tail structure.
In at least one instance it was considered as a powible
cause of the failure of a low-wing monoplane that broke
to pieces in the air (references 1 to 4, inclusive).

Methods have been suggested for reducing or elimi-
nating wing-fuselage interference and butleting, and
some tests have been conducted on small-scale models
and in f@ht (references 2 and 5 to 9, inclusive). This
report covers the results of tests conducted in the
N.A.C.A. full-scale wind tunnel on a low-wing mono-
plane that was subject to tail buffeting. The tests
included an investigation of the wing-fuselage inter-
ference and bulleting with the airplane in its original
condition and with various devices installed to elimi-
nate or reduce the detrimental effects. & the detri-
mental effects appear to be directly due to a premature
breakdown of the flow at the wing-fuselage intersec-
tion, the devices were desigged with a view to their
ability to postpone this breakdom of the flow to the
angle of attack at which the entire wing stalls. The
devices tested were two different wing-fuselage iillets,
an N.A.C.A. cowling, a reflexed trailing edge next to
the fuselage, wxiliary airfoils of short span in three
different positions, and various combinations of the
above.

The value of the various devices was determined by
visual observation of the air flow at the wing-fuselage
intersection by m&ns of strings; measurements of the
lift, drag, and pitching moments of the airplane; rec-
ords of the titrations of the tad; and surveys of the
direction and speed of the sir flow at the tail of the air-
plane, including records of the fluctuations of the air
speed. Observation were made both with ~d without
the slipstream from the airplane propeller.

Part of the results given here have been previously
published as a technical note (reference 10).

APPARATUS
Wind tunnel.-The tests discussed in this report

were conducted in the N.A.C.A. full-scale wind tunnel.
The wind tunnel, the balance for measuring the forces
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and moments, and the apparatus used for determining
the air speed and direotion at any point in the jet are
described in reference 11.

Airplane.-The McDonneZZ airplane, a low-wing
monoplane originally built for entry in the Daniel
Guggenheim Safe Aircraft Competition in 1929, was
chosen for these tests because it was reported by pilots
to be subject to tail btieting. I?@ht teats of the W-
DomwU airplane are described in reference 12. Fig-
ure 1 is a photograph of the airplane mounted in the
wind tunnel; figure 2 is a 3-view drawing showing its
principal dimensions; and iigure 3 is a view of the inter-
section of the wing and fuselage. The airplane is
equipped with a Warner Scarab engine hav@ a rating
of 110 horsepower at 1,850 r.p.m. The airplane is pro-
vided with movable leding-edge slots and tmiling-edge

Itavm L-TheMcDonnelldrpkmewithhugefilletinfulkalewind tmmel

flaps, but for these tests the slots were covered with
doped fabric and the flaps locked in the neutnd posi-
tion. After preliminary tests had been made, a vvalk-
way that extended from the fuselage to 10 inches out-
board and raised the top surface of the right W@ five
eighths of an inch above the normal proiile from 15 to
69 percent of the chord was removed, and the gaps
between the wings and fuselage, which were as much
as 3 inches wide on the under side, were covered. The
stabilizer was set at an incidence of 0.6° with respect
to the thrust axis for all the tests and, except when
elevator effectiveness was being measured, the ele-
vator was locked in the neutmd position.

Fillets,-The wing-fuselage iillets were designed to
reduce the rate at vvhich it was necessary for the air
in this region to diverge in order to follow-the surfacea.
The radius was small at the leading edge and a short

distance back staxted increasing smoothly to a maxi-
mum at the trailing edge, behind which the fillet was
faired into the fuselage. The principal difference
between the two Mets was in size, hence they will be
refereed to as the “small ii.llet” (figs. 4 and 6) and tho
“large Met” (figs. 6 and 7). Another diileronce was
that the small iillet had a constant radius from the
leading edge back tc 41 percent of the chord, whereas
the radius of the large fillet began to increase fit 6.6
percent of the chord back of the leading edge.

N.A.C,A. cowling.-The N.A.C.A. cowling (fig. 8)
consisted of n hood that was placed over the engine
and nose of the airplane without alteration being made
in the original fuselage lima. The hood waa designed
in accordance with the information in reference 13,
except that its cross section did not resemble an airfoil
profile because it consisted of only one thiclmess of
metal.

Reflexed trailing edge.—The modification of the
wing root, herein called a “reflexed trailing edge”
(fig. 9), was designed to decrease the incidence nt the
wing root. The lower surface of the wing, which had
an upward curvature (N.A.C.A.-M6 section), was ex-
tended to the rear and a new upper surface formed of
straight-line elements from the new trailing edge to the
points of tangency with the upper surface of the original
wing. The iillet tested in combination with this re-
flexed trailing edge (fig. 10) was similar to the large one
previously described.

Auxdiary airfoils,-’l%e auxiliary airfoils used in
these tests were of the N.A.C.A. 22 section, had rt
10-inch chord (14.7 percent of the main wing chord),
and exkmded 30 inches from the fuselage on each side.
They were tested in three positions near the leading
edge of the wing (see @. 15), the ilrst position being
similar to that found to be the optimum in the inves-
tigation reported in reference 14.

METHODS

h flow at wing roots,-The air flow at the wing
roots was studied by noting the behavior of a light.
weight string on the end of a slender stick held by an
observer in the cockpit.

Force and moment measurements.—The power-off
lift, drag, and pitching moments were all measured
with the propeller removed. The power-on measure-
ments were made with the propeller turning at such Q
speed that its thrust just balanced the drag of the air-
plane (due allowance being made for jet-boundary
effect), thus simulating steady level-flight conditions.
k the jehboundary corrections could be only esti-
mated beforehand, it was not feasible to adjust the
engine speed so as to give exactly zero net drag.
Therefore, three readings were tnken at each angle
of attack at three propeller speedsnear the proper value
and the value of lift for zero net drag was found from
a plot of thwe points against net drag. All teats were
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made at an air speed of 55 to 60 miles per hour except
in the case of the power-on tests, where at high anglea
of attack it was necessary to reduce the speed to keep
the drag within the range of the availnble thrust.

Reoords of tail btieting.-The vertical movements
of the tip of the stabilizer were recorded on a moving
film by means of an N.A.C.A. control-position re-
corder. I?rom these records the amplitude and fre-
quency of the motions of the tail surfaces were deter-
mined. The instrument was mounted on a solid base
and connected to the stabilizer by an 0.008-inch diam-
eter piano wire shielded from the wind by a steel tube.

( ->

main supports at the landing-wheel axles only by
cables secured to the forward part of the fuselage.

Most of the records were taken at an air speed of
approximately 58 mih per hoti, but a few W&e taken
at speeds between 35 and 60 miles per hour to deter-
mine the effect of change in speed.

Air flow at taiL-The direction and speed of the air
flow at the tad in a vertical plane through the alevrhm
hinge line were measured with all the tail surfaces re-
moved, using the combined pitot-static, ymv, and
pitch tube and auxiliary apparatus described in refer-
ence
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FIQUBE2—Tim+view drawing of the McDomull ekplene.

The natural frequency of the piano wire and instrument
was about 34 cycles per second, which is ahnost four
times the highest frequencies recorded. Play and
friction in the instrument caused errors in indicated
amplitude of the vibrations probably not exceeding
one eighth inch.

During most of these tests the tail of the airplane
was supported by a rigid A-frame fastened to the tail-
post. In order to determine the effect of this rigid
support, records were made of the movements of the
stabilizer tip and the rear end of the fuselage while the
tail of the airplane was free horn extermd support,
the airplane being prevented from turning about the

speed and direction, several records were made with a
recording manometer connected to the pitot tube to
determine the frequency of the air-speed fluctuations
in the wake born the wing roots and the relative
magnitude of the fluctuations at diilerent positions
near the tail. These records were not entirely satis-
factory because of the large amount of damping in
the long rubber tubes required to reach from above
the sir stream down to the pitot tube near the tail of
the airplane. Consequently the true magtitude of the
fluctuations cannot be determined from these records;
however, some idea of the frequencies involved can be
obtained.
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RESULTS

Air flow at wing root.—The action of the string held
in the region of the wing-fuselage i.mtersectionindi-
cated that, except when the airplane was equipped
with some of the most effective devices, the air flow
over the upper surface of the wing began to break down
near the intemection of the wing and fuselage and that
the turbulent regtionspread laterally as the angle of
attack was increased. With the airplane in the origi-
nal condition the turbulent flow extended approxi-
mately 3 feet outboard from the fuselage at 14° angle
of attack. The approximate angles of attack at which
the air flow over the root of the wing first burbled

I 41

~GUEE3.—mng-fuAage Intmection OrMclkmnell airplane.

when the airplane was equipped with the various de-
vices with power off were as follows:

Original mn&tion ------------------------ 5°.
Smallfeet ------------------------------ 12°.
hrge Met------------------------------ 15°.
N.A.C.A. mwtig ------------------------ 14°.
Small fillet and N.A.C.A. cowling---------- 17° (at stall).
Large Ellet and N.A.C.A. cowling---------- 17° (at stall).
Reflexed trailing 4@----_--------------- 7°.
Reflexedtrailingedge and N.A.C.A. cowling- 16° (at stall).
Reflexed trailing edge and Inlet------------ Above stall.
Reflexed trailing edge, iillet, and N.A.C.A.

mwfing------------------------------- Above stall.
Auxiliary airfoil in posftion 1-------------- 7°.
Auxiliary airfoil in position 2-------------- 7“.
Ausiliary airfoil in position 3-------------- 10°.

When the mxiliary airfoils were used, vortices trail-
ing from their tips were evident. When the N.A.CA
cowling was used, particularly in combination with any
of the fillets and both with and without the slipstream,
the action of the string indicated the presence of trail-
ing vortices approximately concentric with the fillets.

The direction of rotation of these vortices vws the re.
veme of what it would be for vortices corresponding
to a 10SSof lift at the center section.

Lift and drag oharacteristios,-The power-off lift
and drag data are presented in four groups of polars
and lift and drag CUIWC9. The first group (figs. 11 and
12) compares the various iillets and Wet combina-
tions; the second (figs. 13 and 14) shows the effects of
the reflexed trailing edge alone and with the cowling
and fillet; the third (figs. 15 and 16) shows the effects
of the auxiliary airfoil in three positions; and the
fourth (Iigs. 17 and 18) shows the effects of the cowl-

l%wm 4.-Sm9ffllffetonhfclhwndf afrplam

ng alone and summarizes the other groups. In addi-
iion, a representative polar is shown with the experi-
mentalpotits (fig. 19). The theoretical induced-drag
:urve based on the geometrical aspect ratio of the
wing (6.2) is included with each group of polars.

Power-on lift curvw, corresponding to level flight,
we presented for the original condition and for the
tondition with the large iillet and cowling (figs. 20 and
]1). All the other conditions tested gave results prnc-
ically the same as those for the large iillet and cowling.
qo means were available for detemniningthe thrust of
he propeller, so it was not possible to detamine exactly
lither the effect of the slipstream on the drag chmac-
eristics of the airplane or what part of the total lift
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was due to the verticol component of the propeller attack, the vertical component of a thrust large enough
thrust. An approximate correction for this vertical to overcome the drag of the airplane without the
component of thrust W.SSapp.ved, however, in order to slipstreain.
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make the difference between the powerdf and power-
on lift curves more nearly represent the effect of the
slipstream; the lift curvca are shown both with and
without this correction. These approximate correc-
tions were arrived at by computing, for each angle of

,

All coefficients are based on the original wing area
of 196.5 square feet.. The added area due to the addi-
tion of the large iillet and the reflexed trailing edge
~ounted to about 2.5 percent and 7 percent,
rwpectively.



Pitohing momentso-C?urves of pitching momenta
about the center of gravity plotted against argle of
attack are shown for the power-off condition in figure
22. Curves of pitching moments with the tail surfaces
removed and pitching moments due to the tail alone
are shown in iigure 23. Figure 24 shows the pitch.ing-
moment curvw for two power+m conditions. The
power+n pitching moments were found to be prac-
tically the same for all conditions. The influence of
several of the devices on elevator effactiveness is
shown by curves of pitching moment plotted against
elevator angle for an angle of attack just below the
stall (fig. 25). The pitching-moment coefficients are

IL-- I w . .. —-
~’ II

FmuEE 6.-lkge tUleton .UClhmuellaklkm.

based on the Ori=ginalwing area (196.5 square feet) and
the origimil mean chord of 5.62 feet.

Tail buffeting.-Typical records of the motion of
the stabilizer tip me shown in figure 26. Curves of
the mtium amplitudes of tail vibrations for various
conditions of the airplane are shown in figure 27.
Amplitude is here co~idered as the deflection between
adjacent extremes of the up-anddown motion and is
given in inches of motion normal to the plane of the
stabilizer. The amplitude of stabilizer-tip movements
with the propeller operating is not included in iigure 27
because it did not vary consistently enough to permit
the drawing of curves. Nearly all the maximum de-
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flections measured with power on fell between 0.1 and
0.4 inch for angles of attack below the stall. The
va.luw in iigure 27 were all obtained with the rear end
of the fuselage rigidly supportad. When it was free
from extend support the amplitude of stabilizer-tip
movement was nearly doubled and theverticalmove-
ment of the rear end of the fuselage itself was only
about one fifth as great as that of the stabilizer tip.
Figure 28 shows the variation in amplitude with
changes of air speed between 35 and 60 miles per hour.

The natural frequencies of the stabilizer were as
follows:

Vfbmflons
Per8&ond

With rear end of fuselagerigidly supported-------------- 7.3
With rear end of fuselageWPPOAI------------------ .%6

For each method of support the predominant fre-
quency of the tail vibrations caused by bufleting was
approximately the same as the corresponding natural
frequency.

The stifiess of the stabilizer and fuselage waa such
that, when the rear end of the fuselage was externally
supported, the stabilizer tip was deflected 1 inoh by a
force of 60 pounds concentrated at the tip.

& flow at tail.-The surveys of the air flow at tho
tail are shown by dynamic-pressure contcmm and direc-
tion vec@s (figs. 29 to 33, inclusive). The contoum
show lines of equal dynamic head expressed as the ratio
of measured dynamic head to the dynamic head at the
same point in the h stream with the airplane removed.
The vectom show the component of the velocity in the
plane of the survey, that is, normal to the tunnel axis,
The length of the vector shows the magnitude of the
component velocity o relative to the total velocity
V. in the direction of the flow at the point considered
and therefore is also a measure of the angular deflection
of the air flow from its initial direction parallel to the
tunnel axis. When, as in this case, the angular
deflections are relatively mnall, the scale of vector
lengths can be divided so as to give directly the deflec-
tion in degrees in any direction from the tunnel axis by
scaling the proper component of the vector. Thus,
the @es of dowmvash and yaw of the air flow can be
determined directly by scaling the vertical and hori-
zontal components of the vectors. The surveys are
presented with the vector scale graduated in terms of
both o/Vo and the angular deflection from the tunnel
axis. A specimen record of the fluctuation in dynamic
pressure at the tail is shown in figure 34.

Wind-tunnel corrections.—AU results except the
velocity-component vectors shown on the surveys
of air flow at the tail are corrected for tunnel effects.

DISCUSSION

Air flow at wing roots.—The visual observations of
the air flow at the wing roots showed that the inter-
ference caused a premature stalling of the wing at that
point. Several factors tend to cause this section to
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stall prematurely: The presence of the fuselage, which
tapers to the rear and toward the bottom, increases the
volume into which the air coming over the wing in that
region must diverge; the side of the fuselage offers
additional frictiomd resistance increasing the adveme
pressure gradient; and the large drag of the engine
absorbs much kinetic eneqgy horn the air and makes it
less able to overcome the adverse pressure gradient.
The observations showed that the disturbance started
in this region at an angle of attack as low as 5° for the
airplane in the original condition. The use of devices
which either decrensed the rate at which the air flow

Fl13URE8.—Nas0of .Mcllonncfl af@me h mi@al omdition and wfth N.A.OA
mwlin&

had to diverge or increased the kinetic.energy of the air
mmt to the fuselage postponed the break down of flow
to nmch hicgherangles of attack.

Lift and drag characteristics.-A comparison of the
polar for the airplane in the original condition (fig. 19)
with the theoretical induced-drag polar for the whole
wing (ruipectratio= 6.2) and for the portion at one side
of the fuselage (aspect ratio= 2.9) agrees with the
observations of the air flow at the wing roota in indi-
cating that even at relatively low angles of attack the
smooth flow over the wing broke down next to the

COMMTM?DEFOR AJ3RONAUTICS

fuselage so that the part of the wing on each side of the
fuselage tended to act independently as a wing of low
aspect ratio.

The effectiveness of the iillets and N.A.C.A. cowling
in preventing the premature break down of flow at the
w@-fuselage intersection is attested by the straight-
ness of tho lift curves and the pmallebm of the polnra
to the induced-drag polar as seen in figures 17 and 1S.
Both the large fillet and the N.A.C.A. cowling post-
poned the breakdown of the flow to within 3° of the
angle of maximum lift, although the double curvo nenr
maximum lift when the cowling was used alone indi-
cates an unstable state of flow at high anglca of attnck.
I?igges 17 and 18 also show that the reflexed trailing
edge increased the angle of attack at which the flow
started to break down by mboutthe same amount that
the incidence of the wing nt the root wns changed
(2° or 30), but once the flow started to break down the
reflexed trailing edge had little effect. The improve-
ment due to the nuxilinry airfoils in the best position
tested was only about half as much as that duo to tho
tlllets or the N.A.C.A. cowling. It is possible, how-
ever, that this is not the optimum position for the nir-
foils, as only three positions were tested.

When used alone the large fillet was found to give
slightly better lift and drag characteristics than the
small one, as shown by comparison of the two polara
(fig. 11); but when used with the N.A.C.A. cowling the
results were practically identical.

In nddition to its effect on the wing-fuselage inter-
ference the N.A.C.A. coding gave n large reduction in
parasite drag. The minimum drag coefficient was
reduced from 0.0637 to 0.0590 by the cowling; to
0.0625 by the large iillet; and to 0.0580 by the combina-
tion of large met and cowling.

The best lift and drag characteristics were obtained
when the large iillet and N.A.C.A. cowling were used
together. The use of this combination eliminated
most of the wing-fuselage interference, incremed the
maximum lift 11 percent above its original vfdue,
decreased the minimum drag 9 percent, nnd increased
the maximum lift/drag ratio 19 percent.

The slipstream prevented a premature break down
of the flow near the wing-fuselage intersection in all
except the original condition and even in this condition
the improvement was very great (figs. 20 mid 21). In
the original condition the lift curve begins to break
m-er at almost the same angle of attack (about 6°) as
without the slipstream; but as the angle of attack
was increased, corresponding to a lower flying speed
in level flight, the slipstream velocity becnme much
greaterrelative to the air speed until it was sufficient to
qmooth out the flow, and at 12° the lift wcs ahnost w
high as when the large Nlet and cowling were used.
Beyond 12° the flow apparently started to break away
qyin. It is not practicable, however, to depend on
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the slipstream for maintaining the smooth flow,
especially during landing.

Preliminary tests showed that the prwence of the
raised vmlkway next to the fuselage had no appreciable
effect on the characteristics of the airplane equipped
with the small fillet and that removing the walkwa,y
and covering the gaps between the wing and fuselage
when the airplane was not equipped with any of the
special devices had a negligible effect.

The maximum lift coefficient of the airplane in iti

pitching moments between the various conditions
with power on.

The effectiveness of the elevator (fig. 25) was
incraased by the devicek that reduced the win&fusblagb
interference, probably because of the higher veloci~
of flow over the tail (figs. 29 to 33, inclusive). Addi-
tional data taken at other angles of attack showed that
the improvement extended over about the same angle-
of-attack range as the corresponding improvement in
lift and drag characteristics (from about 8° to bevond

original condition, as determined by thes~ tests, was I the stall). -
.
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considerably higher than &e highest value measured
in flight with slots closed and flaps neutral (reference
12). This diflemnce was due ti the fact that in flight
the pilot was not able to maintain steady conditions
long enough to take satisfactory records at anglea of
attack above 16°.

Pitching moments,—linproving the air flow at the
wing roots resulted in a slight decrease in longitudinal
stability (fig.22), due mai.nl~to the increased dowmvash
at the tail (fig. 23). The curves of pitching moments
with elevator neutral and with power on presented in
@e 24 show that there is very little difference in
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Tail bu.tTeting,-The electiveness of the various
devices in reducing tail bnfleting is clearly shown in
figure 27. The oscillations due to btietiqg were re-
duced to amplitudes smaU enough to be considered
unobjectionable throughout the range of normal
flight attitudes by the use of the fillets, either alone or
in combination with the N..4.C.A. cowling or the re-
flexed trailing edge. The use of the large fillet alone
gave the least btieting, reducing the oscillations to
one seventh their original amplitude. The use of this
Ellet with the cowling, the combination giving the best
lift and drag characteristics, reduced the vibrations to
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one fourth their original amplitude. The d.ipstieti
was practically as effective as the fillets.

In general, the various deticea decreased the buffe~
ing in about the same proportion that they improved

FIGURE10.-Itdexed- edgewfthinlet on McDonndl airplane.

the lift and drag characteristics. The NA.C.A. cowl-
ing was an exception to this rule because whenever it
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was used the bufbting was greater than would have
been expected from the improvement in the polar.

This excessive buffeting wcs probably due to tie vor-

tices mentioned in connection with the observations
of the air flow at the wing root and seen on the survey
of the air flow at the tail (@. 32).
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The records of the stabilizer-tip movements (fig. 26)
show the nature of the vibrations. It will be noted
that the vibrations had a quite definite frequency
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FIOUEE13.—Polere fm hfcLkmnclf afIPlano with refkuod trefllng edge. Conwotad
for tzumelaffc@t& Power off.

which was practically the same na the free-vibration
frequency of the stabilizer. The amplitude, however,
was so irregular that to an observer the motion looked
like ‘a haphazard shaking of the tail. There appeared
to be very little deflection of the stabilizer and elevator
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as a beam, most of the deflection being due to twisting
of the fuselage.

The vibrations of the stabilizer obtained under the
conditions of these tests afford good comparisons be-
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hveen the degrees of btieting under the various con-

ditions tested, although the results of the special tats
made with the rear end of the fuselage unsupported
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indicate that in actual flight the maggitude of the os-
cillations would be about twice as great as the values
given in figure 27. The frequency is apparently de-

pendent upoh the natural frequency of the tail struc-
ture, which is slightly higher with the tail unsupported.

The severity of bu.ileting was-shown to rncrease
rapidly with increase in air speed between 35 and 60
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miles per hour (fig. 28). It cannot be assumed, how-
ever, that this rate of increase would continue at ve-
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Pxomm 17.—Polmafor hfcDonoU afrplane comparfng varfong devf~ Gmeoted
fmtonneleilxia. Power Off.

locities above those investigated, as the relations may
be aihcted by resonance between the natural frequency
of the tail and the frequency of the buffeting eddies.
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Air flow at tail.-The surveys of the air flow at the
tail of the airplane substantiate the observations from
the other data in regard to the effects of the wiug-fuse-
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1%8 ~~feren~ on &e air flow and lift distribution
and indicate in more detail how elimination of the inter-
ference reduced tail buffeting The lift distribution
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near the fuselage for the various conditions is indicated
by the down~nsh vectors and also by the vertical posi-
tion of the wake from the wing roots. For the orimal
copdition, prominent vorticw ne~ to- the fusel%me

(@s. 29 and 30) show that the part of the wing on each
side of the fuselage tended to act m rLseparate wing

Angle of oftock (thrust OXIS), degrees

FmuEE 21.-Powm*rr lift of McDenru.11eirplene in origirrelmnditlon. Oormoted
fer tnnnel effmk

Angle of crffak (thrust OXIS), degrees

FIIXBE ‘21.-Pow@r+n lift of McDmrncll afrrdane with ferge Met and N. A.C,A.
cowling. Gmeeted for tnmrel titi

with its pair of tip vortices. These vortices produced
an upflow of the air near the fuselage which probably
increased the tail vibrations by Wusing part of the
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horizontal surfa~ to be stalled. In the improved
conditions, such as that with the large fillet (fig. 31)
and with the N.A.C.A. cowling (iig. 32), the tur-
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bulent wake from the wing roots was greatly reduced.
The power+n survey (fig. 33) shows that even in
the original condition the slipstream practically

d.iminated the vortices due to the wing-fuselage
intersection.

Judging horn the air-flow surveys for the original
condition, it would not be possible to reduce the tail
buileting materially by moving the horizontal tail
wrfaces upward for any reasonable distance (Iigs. 29
and 30). Lowering the tail surfaces about 2 feet would
cause quite an improvement, but would bring the
stabilizer down near the bottom of the fuselage — an
impracticable location. In any case, since the inter-
ference that causea tail bulleting also causes a loss in
aerodynamic eficiency, it appears best to cure the
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trouble at its source by methods such as those used in
this investigation.

The specimen record of the fluctuations in dynamic
pressure at the tail (fig. 34) shows that although the
fluctuations were very irregular they had some sem-
blance of a definite frequency. It was very difficult to
detemnine definitely eithar this frequency or the true
magnitude of the fluctuations from the records taken,
owing to the irregularity of the changes and to the large
amount of damping intiduced by the connecting tubes.
In spite of these cW3iculties,however, after a careful
study of the records, the following conclusions in

up Elevofor ongle, ds~ees 00 wn

FIOUBE!2.S.-Elemtir effeetivene?s of McDOn?UfIefrldene with verfons devi- 00rreoted for trmnel Wleek Power off. A@e of atk+ok(tbrast ads) -ma”.
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Deflection for l-inch

1.

vertical moveme’n+. -o-
f stabilizer

ORIGINAL 00NDITION

Anglaof attack= 143”, JJmbelow aaL , c~.o.w.

WITH LARGE F’IIJLET

An@ 0fatt8&-14.1”. w Mow acL CL-1X6.
-’

ORIGINAL OONDITION -.

Angleof attack-17&, LW Mow acL , G+LM!A

—.
.IVITHLARGEFHLET ._ _

“ Angleofattak=17.W, O.~abOve-uoL , ~L=L&I. - -

.-, . FmuEE 23.-T%pfcal rmord of stabflkar-tfp movamants.
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regard to air-flow conditions at the tail seem to be
justified, although they cannot be considered ,as
definitely proved:
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1. The principal fkequency of fluctuations in the
wake from the wing-fuselage intersection for the air-
plane in the original condition was close enough to the

I.? .+’.r.fi

natural frequency of the tail to indicata the possibility
of resonance (fig. 34). These high-frequency fluctua-
tions (7 or 8 per second) are of much greater magnitude
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relative to the lower frequency changea than the record
indicatea because high-frequency fluctuations are
damped much more than slow ones.
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2. Improving the flow at the wing root increased the

frequency of the eddies in the wake to approximately
50 percent greater than that for the original condition.

3. Over the range tested, from 37 h 58 miles per
hour, the frequency of the fluctuations appeared to vary
proportionally with the velocity.

4. In addition to the fluctuations with a fairly defi-
nite frequency there were also irregular and sudden
‘(bumps.”

It is diflicult to say just how much of the btieting
motion was due to trains of oscillations set up by the
bumps mentioned in item 4 and how much -was due to
the more regular air fluctuations of about the same
frequen~ as the natural frequency of the tail. Un-
doubtedly, some of the reduction in buffeting for
improved conditions of the airplane was ‘due to the
frequency of the eddies having been increased to a
value well above the natural fr~quency of the tail.

CONCLUS1ONS

The following conclusions are drawn from the teWa
on the McDonnell airplane.. Difference in engine,
fuselage shape, and wing section and location might
modify the results for other low-w monbpl~w..

1. In addition h the presence of sudden changes or
bumps, the eddying wake h-cm the wing roots had ‘a
predominant frequency of fluctuation of the order of
the natural-vibration frequency of the tail, although

7. The combination of the large met and the N.A.
C.A. cowling gave the best all-round rewdts. This
combination reduced the total amplitude of stabilizer-
tip oscillations at an angle of attack 2° below maximum
lift from the original 1.37 inches to 0.32 inch, increased
the maximum lift 11 percent, decreased the minimum
drag 9 percent, increaaed the maximum lift/drag ratio
of the airplane 19 percent, and increased the effective-
ness of the elevator about 40 percent at angles of attack
in the landing range.

8. The slipstream was practically aa effective as the
flets in reducing tail buileting.

9. The use of fillets or other devices for eliminating
wing-fuselage interference slightly decreased the longi-
tudinal stability of the airplane.

L.mGL13Y MDMog A3E0NAm0AL LABOIZATOItY,

NATIONALkmrsoRY Comwrmm FORAERONAUTICS,
MGLEY l?IELD, VA., December 13, 19X3.
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